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The Long-Range Ice Outlook for DEEP FREEZE 67 presents a written and graphic description of expected ice conditions during the forthcoming operations of the Military Sea Transportation Service (M1TS) in Antarctica. Prognostic monthly ice charts showing the expected distribution of sea ice from mid-November through mid-January are presented.
The outlook is developed initially from a thorough evaluation of historical environmental data and from experience gained during previous DEEP FREEZE operations.
Utilizing known empirical relationships, the character and distribution of ice developed during the winter season are quantitatively determined.
In addition, aerial reconnaissance of the Ross Sea-McMurdo Sound area from 3 to 8 October provides information on distribution, age, and roughness of the ice under consideration.
A comparison is then made between the current environment and ice conditions experienced in preceding years to determine if an analogous situation exists. Place names used in this text are shown in figure 1.
II. ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
Throughout the ice growth period, ice drift depends on mean sealevel circulation which is controlled by the path of the migrating pressure systems.
The ice growth period is considered to extend from 15 April to 15 September.
Owing to the lack of wind information over the Ross Sea, the ability to forecast ice drift becomes quite difficult.
In order to help solve this problem, a series of points throughout the Ross Sea were selected, so that the mean wind velocity could be estimated from the daily weather charts in 15-day increments throughout the season of ice growth.
Comparison of the 1965 wind data with this year's data indicates considerable changes throughout the area.
Vectors representing average ice drift for the entire ice growth period were computed for the selected points and are shown in figure  2 .
The arrow indicates the direction in which the ice is drifting, and the number on the arrow indicates the speed in nautical miles per day.
Throughout the area, directions backed 45 to more than 90 degrees from last year's vectors. The greatest deviation occurred north of 70S where northeasterly ice drift was evident. Onshore drift was observed along the coast of Victoria Land from 76S to Cape Adare. The remainder of the area experienced northwest to northerly ice drift. Magnitudes were generally moderate, except north of 70S where magnitudes were light.
i.
III. PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF ICE CONDITIOIN_
A. Ge2neral
Preliminary aerial ice 1'econnuissance was -,adc bht;';ern 3 and 6 October 1960. C-121J anai C-1P2 aircraft from Air D1velopment Squadron 6 surveyed the ice conditions in the Ross -ca and 1cIlurdo Sound.
Results of these surveys are shown in figure 3 . ,le;rnd of ice terminology and symbols is presented in figure Ii.
B.
Observed Ice Conditions
In McMurdo Sound ice concentrations were generally 9 to 10 tenths.
The age was predominantly thick winter with secondary stages of medium winter and young ice.
The fast ice boundary extenued westsouthwesterly from Cape Roydc to the vicinity of 7740S,1640E, thence north-northwesterly 5 to 10 miles seaward of the Victoria Land coast. Adjacent to the fast ice and extending 15 miles northward was a considerable amount of young and medium -;inter ice.
From Franklin Island northward to the vicis•ity of 7330S, concentration was 10 tenths.
The age consisted of 60 percent thick winter and 20 percent medium winter ice.
Fast ice was observed in a 15-to 20-mile-wide band adjacent to the coast of Victoria Land from 7330S to 7430S.
I Tithin the observed area between bOS and 7330S, the pack concentration was 9 tenths with 60 to ý0 percent thick winter and the remainder medium winter and young ice.
Heavy ridging was present throughout the observed area.
From 65S to 66S open pack concentrations consisted of 60 percent medium winter and 40 percent thick winter ice.
From 66s to 68S between 160E and 165E, ice concentrations ranged from 3 to 9 tenths with 50 percent thick and medium winter and 50 percent young and slush ico.
IV. OUTLOCK
A. General
Ice conditions determined from environmental conditions and confirmed by preliminary reconnaissance were quite similar to those observed during DEEP FREEZE 65.
In addition, the temperature and wind regimes reflect conditions similar to the 1964-65 season.
Accordingly, prognostic ice conditions for mid-November through mid-January, shown in figures 5 through 7, are similar to conditions observed during the 1964-65 season. Heavily compacted ice will remain west of 173E owing to strong southerly and southeasterly winds.
By mid-January much open pack, open water, and ice free conditions will occur east of 173E.
75S to Approaches to MccMurdo Sound
During November, heavily ridged and compacted close pack ice should be observed from the coast of Victoria Land to the vicinity of Franklin Island. By the end of November open pack should be evident along the Ross Ice Shelf from Cape Crozier eastward to 180 and northward to 76S,170E.
Owintg to icebreaker operationb, southerly winds, armi uarm air temperatures, the fast ice boundary should have retreated to the :outn of WIinter Quarters Buy by nNj(-December and east of Capc A1ciit::gie by midJanuary.
Dependingr
on wind conditions, variable conccntr!ttionri of young and medium winter ice wiill remain north of the f'i:;t ice boundary until mid-December. . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . -. : . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . Oceanographic and climatic data for these areas were analyzed in terms of sca ice growth during the past austral winter.
FIGURE I PLACE NAME CHART
These analyses, combined with observed ice conditions for the period 3 through 8 October 1966 and a comprehensive study of historical ice and climatic information, formed the basis for thae 1966-67 Ice Outlook.
Evaluation of this information indicates that present ice conditions are similar to those observed during the 1964-65 season.
In terms of the 1965-66 season, ice conditions are expected to be slightly heavier in the Ross Sea with less fast ice to be broken in McMurdo Sound. 
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